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Prof. Dr.Bhavani Prasad Panda is the founding Vice-Chancellor of  the Maharashtra National Law 

University Mumbai. Having completed his LL.M. from Andhra University, he went on to secure a 

doctorate (Ph.D) and a post-doctorate (LL.D) degree from Behrampur University, Odisha. In a career 

spanning over four decades, Prof. Panda has worked in various academic and administrative capacities 

at Utkal University, Behrampur University and the W.B. National University of  Juridical Sciences, 

Kolkata. In 2016, he was conferred the N.R. Madhava Menon Best Law Teacher Award in recognition of  

his contribution to the field of  legal education in India. Prof. Panda's areas of  expertise include criminal 

law, disaster management studies and ADR studies. He served at MNLU Mumbai from 10th October 

2014 to 30th June 2018. MNLU Mumbai is ever indebted to the contributions made by him  for making it 

one of  the most cherished NLU's in such a short time.
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stMaharashtra National Law University Mumbai started its first academic journey on 1 August 2015. The 
University offers BA.,LL.B. (Hons) five years integrated program and one year LL.M. program in Corporate 
and Commercial Laws. Since its inception in 2015, the University has aimed to excel in the field of  legal 
research and education. With this particular objective, the University has planned for a more intensive 
curriculum for its prospective students in the coming academic session. Within the span of  three years the 
University has been able to traverse an arduous yet, promising path filled with lots of  possibilities for the 
future. Located in the pristine Powai region of  Mumbai, the University enjoys an un-paralleled avenue for 
higher studies especially in law and related matters. The course structures of  the university are framed in 
accordance with the norms of  the BCI and UGC with a team of  dedicated and committed teachers. Efforts 
have been taken to always remain beyond compliance with regard to regulatory bodies of  the University 
system. The teaching and learning process are integrated to a continuous system of  test, assignments, 
examination, and evaluation. 

In recent years the University has taken long strides areas of  research and has established Research Centers 
such as Center for Clinical Legal Education and Center for Research in Criminal Justice. Our students have 
participated in various reputed competitions both in India and abroad. Through an engaged research the 
University strives to address issues that surrounds contemporary life in India and abroad. The advent of  
globalization and global connectivity is redefining the frontiers of  education. Cognizant of  this changing 
paradigm of  learning, MNLU Mumbai has signed MoUs with some leading Universities of  Europe for a 
more sustained and engaged exchange of  ideas related to law and society in modern times. 

The formative batches of  the students have performed extremely well by representing the University at 
various national and international platforms. The contributions and the efforts of  our Founding Vice 
Chancellor, Prof. (Dr.) Bhavani Prasad Panda has made National Law University Mumbai as one of  the 
most preferred NLU's in India, for which we are ever grateful. 

This year we have received promising students via CLAT 2018. Our University offers a novel, yet a 
challenging path for all prospective students to chart a bright future in law. It offers a lot of  opportunities for 
students to reach beyond the possibilities. Thus, in this regard, I wish all students my best wishes and invite 
them to be part of  this journey.

Shri Sadashiv S. Deshmukh  

Vice - Chancellor (I/C), MNLU Mumbai 

   

From the 
Vice Chancellor’s Desk
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For a University of international repute, to have research projects that are both innovative and stable, autonomy is 
necessary at the level of individual as well as institution. Institutional autonomy is the power of a university to choose 
and pursue a direction. Despite being one of the youngest Universities in the country, the Mentorship of Hon'ble Mr. 
Justice S.A. Bobde, Chancellor and Judge, Supreme Court of India and the able guidance of Hon'ble Mr. Justice A. S. 
Oka, Judge, High Court of Judicature, Bombay, has brought MNLU Mumbai to the remarkable height of Institutional 
Autonomy, which the field of education regards a major achievement.

In order to be at par with international standards and to provide global attributes to our students, Outcome Based 
education System with Project Based learning techniques have been employed in the design of our contemporary 
curriculum. The Faculty currently employs 17 plus dedicated full-time academics, half of whom have doctoral 
degrees in various fields of law & humanities. They are supported by highly motivated administrative and support 
staff, and together they serve and prepare our student community for the legal profession and its rigorous demands.

At MNLU Mumbai, we aim to produce LL.B. graduates who are thoroughly equipped with the required knowledge 
and skills to follow any of the established career paths in law. With this aim in mind, we place greater emphasis on an 
enquiry-led approach in teaching with a view to improving the research skills of our students in order to align our 
teaching focus with international standards. In short, emphasis is placed on legal skills training, which includes 
written and oral communication, legal research, drafting and mooting.

The Faculty currently boasts 2 Research Centres. It is imperative that our academic staff continue to contribute to 
legal scholarship, inter alia, by assisting with the development of emerging areas of the law. In order to instil social 
consciousness and develop practical skills among our students, the university hosts Centre for Clinical Legal 
Education which is serviced by a senior Judicial officer Sir Sadashiv Deshmukh. The University is very proud of its 
Centre for Research in Criminal Justice.

As the law is increasingly becoming multifaceted and in certain areas more global, we not only maintain professional 
relations with foreign universities like The Berlin School of Economics & Law but ensure that leading international 
academics visit us regularly for research and teaching purposes. 

The University is housed in modern and impressive CETTM Building, with state of the art facilities, accommodating 
well-equipped and furnished hostel rooms. The University has made immense progress due to the foundation work 
done by its founding Vice Chancellor, Prof. (Dr.) Bhavani Prasad Panda.

We look forward to our 2018 intake of students and the contributions they will one day make as MNLU graduates in 
the national and international legal arena by fusing our high standard of legal education and their professional conduct 
as they dedicatedly serve the legal profession, ensuring a just society for all. I thank the Nyusureta team for bringing 
out the Vol. III, Issue IV of the newsletter. We are indebted to Professor (Dr.) Panda for his remarkable contributions in 
the making of MNLU Mumbai.

Shri Vivek B. Gavhane
 

(Judicial Officer)  

Message From the 
Registrar’s Desk

Registrar,  MNLU Mumbai
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I happened to have an association with Dr. Bhavani Prasad Panda, the founding Vice Chancellor of  MNLU 
th

Mumbai from 19  July 2017 till this date. His association has taught me so many things.  Basically, I find him to be a 
spiritual person, fatherly figure to the students, to the staff  family and a learned academician.  

He is ready to help each and every one who approaches him for guidance.  He is devoting himself  fully, taking it as a 
mission when responsibility is casted on him.  The span of  3 years of  this University speaks for itself. He is keeping 
in mind all of  the students, employees, faculty members and instantly giving guidance to them pointing out how 
they can contribute to this University and personally how they can improve. 

His association with the University is inseparable.  His heart is definitely with the University and guiding us all the 
while.

SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE TIME SHARED WITH PROF. PANDA

REMEMBERING MNLU MUMBAI AND ITS CURATOR

Professor Panda and I first met in May 2000, in NUJS Kolkata, where he was then serving as an Associate Professor. The new law 
university had already started, and I was also about to join to share the burden of  its financial administration. The common factor 
influencing our mutual relocation to Kolkata, his from Berhampur University, Orissa and mine from National Human Right 
Commission, New Delhi, was our desire to be under the tutelage of  the Living Legend of  Law, Professor (Dr.) N R Madhava Menon, 
and be associated with his mission to build yet another institution of  excellence in legal academia in the country.

The tenure of  Professor Panda during that spell was only about two years, owing primarily to the call for reversion by his parent 
University. By the time his second innings as a Professor of  Law began in NUJS seven years later, I had completed my own tenure and 
left NUJS to work at some of  the upcoming central universities in succession. Even though we had worked together only for a brief  period 
in NUJS, we always cherished the bondage and shared enriching experience in institution-building, leading to lasting commitment to the 
promotion of  higher education.

Immediately after Professor (Dr.) Bhavani Prasad Panda took over as the first Vice Chancellor of  Maharashtra 
National Law University Mumbai in October 2014, he asked me to be associated with it in planning and 
implementing the structure of  academic and administrative framework of  this upcoming university in a manner 
commensurate with the huge public expectation, as also its seamless potential; mindful of  the demands of  a unique 
legislation that provided for multiple law schools in the state of  Maharashtra, of  which MNLU Mumbai was to be 
the flag-bearer. He was aware of  the onerous task at hand to carry forward a great tradition and reputation of  
Mumbai as the forerunner of  legal education. He was mentally ready to take up the challenge of  building an 
institution that will bring about perceptible improvement in legal education of  the nation. His keenness to start the 
university without any delay, amidst all odds and uncertainties, was a rousing testimony of  his commitment to the 
task.

And what a start it has been! A resolute Professor Panda, armed with the go-ahead from the university authorities, 
turned a seemingly hopeless situation to deliver an institution of  national eminence! He singlehandedly garnered 
enough support to conduct admission of  students outside the usual CLAT framework; recruited a handful of  
committed (albeit none very experienced) teachers and administrative staff  on contract; and started academic 
session for both LL.M. and LL.B., all within a period of  just three months! Even though the existence of  huge 
deficit in infrastructure, physical and academic, was glaring on the front, he could instil enough confidence all 
around that there indeed is going to be a functional law university in Mumbai, a flagship venture of  the 
Government of  Maharashtra, within a year of  its legislative sanction and in barely eight months of  his joining as its 
founding Vice Chancellor. Slowly but surely, things started falling in place; thanks to ever-growing support of  the 
state Government, boosted by the wisdom and patronage of  the higher Judiciary, that had flowed in full measure 
on to this fledgling institution. No less was the encouragement of  fellow academicians, who were always 
forthcoming with their experienced advice at the time of  need. The Daily Chronicles of  MNLU Mumbai,  a unique  

Shri Sadashiv S. Deshmukh,
Vice Chancellor (I/C), 
MNLU Mumbai
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 idea conceived by Professor Panda and continued to this day by one of  his worthy colleagues, are replete with 
instances of  his untiring efforts during those days of  glorious uncertainties. 

MNLU Mumbai found in Professor Panda a seasoned academic, a committed administrator, a man of  good 
and innovative practices. Ever truthful to the highest level of  spirituality, sincere and honest to the core, he won 
over a series of  trying situations with amazing ease. Having observed him from close proximity, I was often 
beholden by the vibrations of  his positive energy that was truly infectious. He took every bit of  his task as a 
challenge and accomplished it in mission mode, his attitude always remaining polite but firm. In doing so, he 
provided huge learning experience to all who were there to serve the University in its most critical juncture 
under his leadership.

At the time he has chosen to hand over the reins of  the University, it certainly is a goal accomplished for 
Professor Panda to leave behind a grown-up and transformed  MNLU Mumbai, one of  unbound promise as 
he had dreamt of  it to be.  It has been a short journey of  little over three years; a pleasant journey from despair 
and uncertainty to hope and promise. His was a mission fulfilled in tune with his proffered mandates; 
encouraging others to hold high and carry forward the flag of  MNLU Mumbai, along with the NLU 
movement countrywide and the very best traditions of  a just society. As his contribution to legal education is 
here to continue for many more years in the form of  research and publications, what he did in NLU Mumbai, 
to borrow his oft-quoted phrase, was 'beyond compliance.’

DR. PANDA AS I KNOW HIM

It is a great pleasure to write about Dr. Bhavani Prasad Panda, whom I have known as an educationalist, 
administrator and above all, a very noble hearted teacher. It was at the instance of  Justice Ibrahim Kalifulla, a 
Judge of  Supreme Court of  India, that I agreed to serve on the Governing Council of  MNLU Mumbai. In the 
first meeting of  the Governing Council, which was presided over by Justice Ibrahim Kalifulla, that I came to 
know Dr. Panda personally, and was really impressed by his affable nature and warmth in his heart. He was 
simply devoted to the cause of  legal education and had a great vision for the same. His penchant for research 
was simply unparalleled and he wanted to make this University as one of  the best Universities in India. He had 
a vision to put this University on the world map like Yale University, Oxford University and Harvard 
University.  Dr. Panda did not spare any efforts for finding a place to house the University and thanks to Dr. 
Parasuraman, he was successful to get temporary accommodation in TATA Institute of  Social Sciences. When 
the further accommodation was not possible, because of  his efforts, the University could be shifted to its 
present venue. We used to discuss number of  issues relating to the University administration and more 
particularly, regarding raising the standard of  education in the University. He had number of  novel ideas, 
which he chased untiringly. He always believed not only in raising the academic standards but firmly believed 
that the personality of  the students had to be developed so as to turn them in skilful and studious lawyers, 
devoted teachers of  law, capable corporate advisors as also the capable judges. In the short time that he spent 
in this University, Dr. Panda relentlessly worked for all these objectives. His absence now would always be felt 
by all of  us. The perpetual smile on his face was infectious and easily disarmed even those, who did not agree 
with him. I wish a very healthy and purposeful future life for Dr. Panda. This University shall always be grateful 
for his yeoman services and can never forget him.

Shri Dibakar Kanunjna,
Former Registrar, 
MNLU Mumbai

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Vikas Sirpurkar
Former Judge, Supreme Court of  India
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Setting up any institution from scratch is undoubtedly a very difficult process. MNLU Mumbai has witnessed this in 
the past few years. It was first set up in the campus of  TISS, and then shifted to its present rented premises in Powai. 
Its own campus may be a few years away, but the groundwork is almost in place. This institution now has a 
formidable reputation, as seen from the rankings and student preference. This is all made possible by Dr Panda's 
leadership as the Vice Chancellor.

Mantralaya has seen the perseverance of  Dr Panda. He would follow up at all levels to get the desired decisions for 
the benefit of  the institution. Mainly, his follow up resulted in sanctions for faculty, budget, and above all land. This 
follow up is never easy; it can severely test patience. But, Dr Panda dealt with all of  it with his affable smile. 

Apart from his administrative work that he handled with aplomb, his academic contributions are also significant. 
An interaction with the young students gives a glimpse of  the high quality legal professionals that the institute 
promises to churn out. In addition, thanks to Dr Panda's initiative, various academic centres have been established 
to study specific areas of  law. Also, it is very important to mention is his ability to run the institution to the 
demanding standards laid down by the learned judges of  the Supreme Court and High Court.

Students found in him a fatherly figure, always ready to help them with compassion. Parents felt assured in leaving 
their wards to his care. Dr. Panda has, therefore, been an asset. He has decided to step down from his 
responsibilities for personal reasons, which is our loss. Our best wishes for his future.

My association with Prof. (Dr.) Bhavani Prasad Panda started from 1985 when I joined for my LL.M. in the 
Department of  Law in Andhra University, Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh. He was my senior and both of  us 
worked under the same research guide Prof. K. Gupteswar. All these years, Prof. Panda guided and helped me and 
also took keen interest in the development of  my academic career. We were also colleagues in NUJS, Kolkata. 
Professor (Dr.) B.P. Panda is a great teacher, humane administrator and a saint in the academic community. Further, I 
wish to say that he is a good human being and one of  the finest creations of  God. I wish him all the best in future.

Prof. (Dr.) S. Surya Prakash,
Vice Chancellor, 
MNLU Auranagbad

Shri Sitaram Kunte (IAS),
Additional Chief  Secretary,
Higher & Technical Education Dept.,
Government of  Maharashtra

I have had the pleasure of  knowing him and sharing kind association with Prof. ( Dr.) Bhavani Prasad Panda over a 
period of  three decades in several capacities. I have known him as a dearly friend, a respected colleague and 
successful visionary, learned faculty , progressive administrator of  pioneering law university.

We have presided over several academic forums as co chairs , resource persons on several occasions,  two of  such 
esteemed forum are the Indian Society of  Criminology and Indian Society of  Victimology.  We both have been long 
committed members of  these societies. Some of  our mutually shared areas of  interest in criminal justice system are 
transforming prison as correction institutors, humanizing the prisons as protectors  of  human right of  prison 
inmates, adolescent, youth and juveniles in conflict with law and he strongly espouses for reformation of  prison 
inmates rather than stringency penal and criminal sanctions.

During my association with  Indian Society of  criminology, he was one of  the active participants making significant 
contributions through deliberations and scholarly research paper presentations on emerging issues as "Corruption – 
The Climate for Zero Tolerance: The Synergy of  Best Practices (2007)", at the Indian Criminology Congress,1st 
International and 30th All India Criminology Conference of  Indian Society of  Criminology, University of  Calcutta 
2007  followed with "Empowering Victims of  Corruption - A Socio-Legal Compulsion" at the second International 
and Sixth Biennial Conference of  the Indian Society of  Victimology at the University of  Madras, 2007. At these 
junctures, we have held many discourses and discussions on common areas of  our interest including emerging areas 
on criminology.
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Through these years of  knowing him, I witnessed him excel in career to a great academician, administrator and 
leader, I wish to reiterate his exemplary academic and professional journey which is marked with great achievements, 
awards. 

He commenced his formative legal education with three year LL.B from Lingaraj Law College, Berhampur, Orissa in 
1979.  Prior to the same , he did his graduation with physics honours from S K CG College, Paralakhemundi, 
Gajapati District, Odisha. He completed M.A. in Politics at Andhra University along with Diploma on Corporate 
Laws and Secretarial Practices during the span of  1983-85. He pursued his LL.M. and ML dissertation on 
"Criminological Aspects of  Sexual Offences: with special reference to Rape Law in India" from Andhra University 
in 1987. He undertook doctoral research thesis on a novel and lesser research topic namely "Socio-legal Study of  
Juvenile Justice in India" from Berhampur University in 1994. Following his research findings and writing of  thesis, 
he strongly recommended for reformation of  adolescent , youth in early twenties in conflict with law through 
Borstal school system as a more comprehensive reformation system which needs more reworking , implementation 
under the JJ Act. Further on his research writing, he delved in research to complete post doctoral studies as he did 
LL.D degree from Berhampur University in 2006. 

As a fresh law graduate, his professional journey began with functioning as a commercial executive with a law firm 
based out of   New Delhi (1982). However, this barely satisfied his intellectual thrust of  knowledge and learning 
skills. Soon, he forayed into litigation as practicing advocate in court at Vishakapatnam, Andhra Pradesh. 
Simultaneously, he ushered his academic path by taking up teaching in private law colleges in Andhra Pradesh. While 
continuing with teaching, he realized his passion for academic life excelling with new ideas, concepts, reading, 
discussion, debates, research , writings. Thereupon, he took up teaching and administrative responsibility of  
Principal at NBM Law College, Andhra Pradesh in 1987.  Thereafter, he traversed with greater enthusiasm in his 
academic career as law faculty. He served as lecturer in law at Utkal University of  Odisha in 1994. Soon, he was 
promoted as Reader in law at Post-graduate Department of  Law, Lingaraj Law College Berhampur University in 
1996.  He rose to professorship as one of  the founding law faculties along with eminent Professor, Director N R 
Madhava Menon to set up the West Bengal National Law University of  Juridical Sciences at Kolkata in 2000. 
However, in 2002, he resumed his alma mater as Principal at Lingaraj Law College, Berhampur University to raise the 
standards of  law teaching. Incidentally, following a gap of  six years, he joined back to West Bengal, National 
University of  Juridical Sciences ( WB NUJS) Kolkata in 2008 to discharge the responsibilities of  academician and 
administrator. Though, he was always drawn to his alma mater which brought him back to Berhampur University in 
2010 to accelerate the development of  the same. Finally, he took voluntary retirement from Berhampur University to 
take up the charge as the founding vice chancellor of  Maharashtra National Law University in 2014. 

Before joining the prestigious office of  Vice Chancellor, he had more than a decade long accomplished experience in 
administrative positions at various universities as Principal at NBM Law College, Andhra Pradesh and Principal at 
Utkal University Cuttack, Dean and Faculty of  Law at Berhampur University, Professor at West Bengal at National 
University of  Juridical Sciences, Kolkata. He has been the founding and first foremost vice Chancellor of  
Maharashtra National Law University (MNLU) established under the Maharashtra Act No VI of  2014 passed by 

th
state legislature. He assumed his office as VC of  MNLU on 10  October 2014 with congratulatory message and best 
wishes from his family, friends, and colleagues. I joined in to express my heartfelt wishes on his great journey ahead. 

As a member of  the Academic Council of  MNLU Mumbai I am aware that being the founding vice chancellor of  
MNLU, he faced several hardships yet he took great strides in securing the land and requisite infra structure for 
MNLU in the state of  Maharashtra. However with commendable institutional support and assistance from the 
former Director of  Tata Institute of  Social Sciences (TISS), Dr. S Parasuraman besides our support the MNLU was 
granted a sizable portion of  10, 000 square feet in the Naoroji campus of  TISS Mumbai in 2015 to accommodate 
MNLU in the same TISS campus. The MNLU students, faculties administration were welcomed at TISS to avail the 
services of   TISS Library, reading room, recreational, sports avenues, conventional halls, cultural arenas, medical 
clinic, health centre, guest house, canteen, mess hall along with cooperation from the staff, faculties and 
administrative unit TISS. During this positioning and operation of  MNLU, our academic interactions grew closer. 
He showed his skills of  exemplary leadership by initiating the MNLU with meagre number of  students and limited  
infrastructure, funds, faculty staff  to ensure the full-fledged development of  university. In the successive year 2016, 
with the grace of  Hon'ble Chief  Minister of  Maharashtra Shri Devendra Fadnavis, the MNLU was assigned the land 
and relocation to Powai. As a Vice Chancellor at MNLU, he envisages to build MNLU as state of  the art and  
pioneering law school to promote and practice legal education in consonance with the enshrined goal of  rule of  law 
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and the watch words of  preamble under Indian constitution. He visualizes MNLU to be holistic legal education 
involving teaching, training, advocacy with due emphasis on legal research in all branches of  law towards over all 
development of  nation.

Under his leadership, one of  the key mandates of  MNU is to empower young law graduates to prepare better for 
advocacy and orientation towards rural or community legal practitioners for addressing public cause. At the same 
time, in keeping with globalization, the students are to be trained in international comparative legal jurisdictions to 
meet the contemporary lawyering skills and knowledge. Under his leadership, MNLU has undertaken publication of  
books, journals, periodical monographs for greater dissemination of  knowledge in society. Another core area of  his 
administrative craftsmanship at MNLU has been liaising and establishing collaboration with national, international 
universities working on similar areas to integrate inter and cross disciplinary research. The MNLU started such 
practice right form beginning by availing knowledge resources from TISS to bring about a socio- legal perspective.

While laying the foundation of  the MNLU, he bears in mind the cherished constitutional goal of  social justice and 
community welfare henceforth MNLU provide 50% of  seats under reserved category for students. Further, in view 
of  the demographic population of  Maharashtra, MNLU seeks to increase intake of  students from tribal, rural, sub 
urban belts as well to be brought under the purview of  reservation. 
At MNLU as an administrator and leader, he inculcates among students value based legal education by incorporating 
laudable virtues of  collectivism, pluralism working in diversified groups with hard work, commitment to common 
goal as he aptly puts it he believes in perfection rather than competition. 
As a veteran academician, he realizes the challenges and contemporary trends in law teaching at the undergraduate 
level and legal research writing for post graduates.  He made innovations in law teaching, pedagogy through several 
progressive initiatives. He encouraged cooperative teaching and seminar method of  teaching with specialized law 
teaching technique as case study, case law method of  teaching. 
Within one year of  his leading MNLU, the institute secured relatively higher positions in institutional ranking in 
comparison to the NLUS and other counter parts, MNLU has moved ahead in CLAT 2016 over riding other NLUs.  
MNLU has been in the media being the recipient of  accolades and prizes at the moot courts, conferences and other 
academic competitions, co-curricular activities. 

In 2017, MNLU has successfully completed three years with the celebration of  third Foundation Day on 10th 
October 2017 with legal dignitaries gracing the occasion. Through Prof. Panda's continued efforts for expansion of  
MNLU, the Maharashtra Government proposed 60 acres of  land at Gorai, Mumbai sub-urban city, closer to 
Maharashtra Judicial Academy. He demited the office of  vice chancellor of  MNLU in June 30,2017. During his 
academic journey as administrator, he has reworked the examination system at the state level university to put a strict 
check on mal practices, he reinforced inclusive  and comprehensive learning through both distance and compulsory 
residential learning opportunities at university. He ushered the culture of  organising and participation in academic 
endeavours as seminars, workshop and conferences in state university. He has also been supportive of  the 
democratic processes in university and he instigated the students bodies to work in the larger interest of  improving 
legal education. He encouraged student participation and representation in university's academic, curricular and co-
curricular, administrative activities to run the system.

In the course of  his academic and professional journey, he authored eight books as sole and co-author on different 
aspects and disciplines of  law namely titled as "Festschrift: Current Legal Issues (2003)", "Human Rights, 
Development and Environment Law (2007)",  "Legal Response to Disaster Management, 2009". Besides, he has co-
authored in several books namely "Factory Crimes and Punishment," 2008 and he contributed articles in the edited 
volume namely "Law and Child, (2004)", "Girl Child and Human Rights, (2005)", "Human Rights, Development 
and Environment Law – An Analogy (2006)", "Environmental Management (2006)". He has authored around sixty 
four articles either as seminar papers, research, review articles in leading journals of  national, state universities and 
international volumes. He has presented fourty five papers for presentation at national, international conferences 
and seminar, conference, symposium.
He undertook a case study of  "Super-Cyclone" as an empirical research  following disastrous cyclone in Odisha in 
1999 year in association with WBNUJS, Berhampur University Orissa to undertake an extensive study on cyclone its 
disastrous impact, the need for legal aid, assistance leading to generation of  workshop report as "Analysis of  Orissa 
Relief  Code and Disaster Preparedness during Orissa Super Cyclone 1999", Workshop Paper 2003 and the study 
report provided a blue print for enactment of  Disaster Management Act 2005. 
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On similar issues of  disaster management, he worked with government ministry in strengthening state 
mechanisms through legal, research, training support services in greater interest of  community welfare. He 
undertook research and submitted report on the "Response System of  Odisha Fire Services Department" with 
the aim of  establishing fire station offices at each block level in the state so as to improve the working 
mechanism of  disaster management and fire services. 

He has been trainer for teachers, law practitioners, para legals, research scholars, civil society members besides 
students. He has been resource person for UGC Sponsored Refreshers Courses. He has also made contribution 
to development of  legal literature and curriculum, course content, reading material preparation, revision. He 
has compiled reading materials for both under graduate and post graduate courses in criminal law, human rights, 
disaster management for State, Central university and leading National law universities which are proved to be 
valuable resources for the concerned courses. 

It is a notable achievement that Prof. Panda has had three decades of  experience in teaching and administration, 
legal research, writing and training making him one of  the fore runners of  legal academia. 

Prof. Panda has been conferred with the esteemed distinction of  "Prof. N. R. Madhava Menon Best Law 
Teacher Award" 2016 by the Society of  Indian Law Firms and the Menon Institute of  Legal Advocacy Training. 
He has also received honour and felicitation from the Indian Society of  Criminology for his contribution in field 
of  criminal justice system. He has been the forerunner of  several academic advisory boards and professional 
society. 

Apart from his professional endeavours, he enjoys some intellectual pursuits as hobbies which are reading 
authoritative writings around law, polity, jurisprudence, reported judgements, biographies of  eminent 
personalities.
In his professional conduct, I have always found him to be humble benevolent and always open to opportunities 
to innovate and work together with great enthusiasm. I have always found in him great camaraderie with spirit 
of  brotherhood and steadfast cooperation. I cherish and respect our friendship and professional associations.  

At the outset, his contribution to legal academia, he epitomises a brilliant trajectory of  law teacher who carries 
within himself  the scholarly knowledge of  theory concepts, principles and legal regulations from national, 
international purview as well as the practical experiences form the field which has transcended in his lectures 
and reading resources and curriculum making it more meaningful. 

From his professional experience, his watch words for law students as well as young law teachers are to improve 
the profession of  law teaching with dedicated hard work, honesty, commitment to knowledge generation and 
dissemination. His academic and professional developments commencing from lecturer to vice chancellor with 
several achievements are truly inspiring.

For his fellow colleagues, he leaves a message for carrying forward the mission of  reformation, revamping of  
legal education and reworking of  administration of  legal institutions in present modern context. He has led a 
strong base for building a university based on research model which would serve relevant national, international 
legal context in times to come. Throughout his journey, he led an exemplary life of  integrity and strives to be a 
good human being and responsible citizen of  country.

Dr. Arvind Tiwari 
Professor & Dean 
School of  Law, Rights and Constitutional Governance 
Tata Institute of  Social Sciences, Mumbai
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     The words are not enough to describe the impact which Prof. Panda has left on my academic life. Whatever I 
know of  teaching and academic life is owed to him. I am privileged to be guided and mentored by him for three years. 
One word which crosses my mind when someone takes his name is 'the teacher'.  He is a teacher of  teacher's.  His 
passion for teaching is such that even in one to one conversations one won't realise that he has delivered one hour of  
lecture filled with wisdom, knowledge and experience. However, his greater impact on me has been when he chooses 
not to speak, even when I committed mistakes. It always gave me space for introspection and improvement. The 
manner in which Prof. Panda maintains professionalism yet with a personal touch is remarkable. It is hard work, grit 
and sheer dedication that black letters of  the law which contemplated this University could see the light of  the day. 
The one takeaway from his teachings which I will always carry is to take joy in giving. Hare Krishna Sir!     

 

     Hon. Ex. V. C.  Dr. Prof. B. P. Panda sir has taught us the intricacies of  pedagogy. He always used to focus on the 
subject-centred classrooms. We will never be able to forget his hardwork and guidance to introduce his novel 
methods of  effective teaching and learning. In fact, he used to say that the act and process of  teaching are adjacent to 
the mechanism of  learning. Thank You Sir. 

     It was a wonderful opportunity to work with Prof. B. P. Panda sir. He was the founding VC of  MNLU Mumbai 
and contributed threefold to this university from his lifetime experiences. On the hindsight, I have learned 
innumerable precious things from him but the academic management skills are something that I hold close onto my 
heart. 

     Prof. Bhavani Prasad Panda is an inspiration for any young professional. His career trajectory from a humble 
science student to a Vice Chancellor of  a National Law University is inspiring. He is dedicated towards the 
improvement of  legal education in India and constantly worked towards the cause of  'training teachers' and giving 
them exposure to the practice part of  law. Working under Prof. Panda was an enriching experience; however, it was 
unfortunate that I could only work for one year under his able guidance.

     I hold in high regard the enthusiasm of  Dr. Bhavani Prasad Panda in introducing to the students of  law at MNLU 
something foreign to their syllabus and system, a language! It was of  course an ambitious task, however he firmly 
believed in laying a foundation for students to pursue German as a foreign language in the future thus introducing 
them not only to another medium of  communication but also to a unique means of  teacher-student interaction. My 
heart is filled with immense gratitude that Dr. Panda thought me to be eligible to impart the same. His spiritual 
strength and warm encouragement will always be a source of  motivation for me. 
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Mr. Ashok Chikte,
Assistant Professor (English)

Your Student, 
Mr. Chirag Balyan, 
Assistant Professor (Law)

Mr. Rohit Jadhav
Assistant Professor (Economics)

Dr. Kiran Rai
Associate Professor (Law) &  HOD

Ms. Saanika Amembal
Faculty (German Language)

It was great learning curve for me to work under Prof. Bhavani Prasad Panda. Prof. Panda gave me freedom to 
implement innovative teaching methods in the class without fear of failure simultaneously mentored me to 
effectively teach the subjects in an interactive manner within given time frame which has moulded me into a 
better academic.

Mr. Anand Shrivas, 
Assistant Professor (Law)

FACULTY’S REFLECTION ON PROF. PANDA
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     Professor Panda has been a mentor and a guide to me. When I joined this University, I was amazed to see how he 
functioned. He never measured his duty with duty hours. At the time when the University needed him, he was there. 
To the young faculties, he was a teacher who supported even the weakest of  us to make a transition into a teacher, 
making us fit for the NLU system. He is proficient in teaching pedagogy to meet the demands of  the students of  the 
gen next. He has always been a man with a mission, a man with a vision not only of  present, but of  the future too. I 
was always fascinated with the humility with which he worked, always accessible to teachers, staff  and students. He 
did not follow any protocol and shunned any kind of  bureaucracy. Due to his humble nature, he was not only 
University's Vice Chancellor, but, Students' Vice Chancellor. I look forward to his continued guidance.

     It was June 26th 2015, when I received a call from Prof. (Dr.) Bhavani Prasad Panda, the Founding Vice-
Chancellor of  Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai that I was selected as the Assistant Professor. In my 
very first (one-to-one) interaction with him, I realized that here was the leader who was willing to give near complete 
academic freedom to his young faculty members. From curricular to extra-curricular aspects, I could witness his 
personal involvement and encouragement to the faculty members and students. Introducing alternate teaching 
pedagogy, innovation in choosing the project topics for students, research work, introducing the foreign language 
courses, course on Parliamentary debating, making of  the “Looking Glass” and starting of  the discussion forum are 
some of  the few initiatives wherein I got the opportunity to realize his openness to the new ideas. He constantly 
underlined the importance of  dialogue and need for spaces wherein ideas can be discussed freely and fearlessly. His 
innate belief  in democratic value was so clearly realized when we conducted the first Student Bar Council election 
within two months of  opening of  an academic session for the very first batch.

Sir, we will surely miss you at MNLU-Mumbai, but I'm confident that you will keep guiding us like a father figure. I 
would also like to ensure you that we will try our best to cherish the values, which you insisted on, of  democracy, free 
dialogue, academic freedom and social justice.

     I am filled with immense gratitude, when I write this note for my guide and mentor Professor Panda. I could 
understand true meaning of  a teacher because of  him. Sincerity, honesty and hard work has been his guru mantra for 
me. He not only made us cautious about the challenges which academicians will face in time to come but also ways in 
which we could deliver to growing needs in the field of  academics and serve for this great country. All can say that 
this selfless man has set high standards of  integrity and professionalism which we young academicians would dream 
to achieve.

     Having an outstanding record as a teacher, scholar and leading many eminent universities, we were delighted, as 
you guided us as, Father, Vice Chancellor and a Great mentor to all. We thoroughly enjoyed working with you from 
the past three years and as a part of  MNLU Family.
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Mr. Sajid Sheikh
Assistant Professor (Law)

Ms. Varada Sambhus
Assistant Professor (Pol. Sc.)

Dr. Anand Raut
Assistant Professor (Law) & Associate Head (UG)

Mr. Surajkumar R. Palbansh
Assistant Registrar (Administration)

The University follows Government of  Maharashtra reservation policy and had 
accordingly submitted requisition to CLAT 2018 for 50 and 10 candidates to B.A., LL.B. 
(five year integrated course) and 20 candidates for LL.M. (one year) programmes 
respectively. The CLAT 2018 examination was conducted all over India on 13th May 
2018 by The National University of  Advanced Legal Studies Kochi, Kerala. This year 
also MNLU Mumbai was, once again, amongst one of  the most preferred NLU's by the 
students.A
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     While the initials of  VC to an Economist would immediately bring out the thought of  venture capital, to a nerdy 
gamer it may mean voice chat but to the students of  MNLU Mumbai it will immediately bring out the memories that 
we share with our Vice Chancellor, Prof. B. P. Panda. As busy as a head of  a rapidly growing university can be, I hardly 
expected that my semester result would be handed over to me by him directly, let alone the half  hour session that 
followed, where he dissected my performance to help me find out where lay my interests and try to decide as to how 
to proceed in the coming 4 years of  law school, which is generally not in a VC's job description, but something that 
Prof. B. P. Panda did comprehensively for each and every student. His goal was not just to impart knowledge to 
students but also values to students which one could observe in his actions such as coming all the way down to a 
village in Palghar to encourage and observe us while we surveyed displaced people who lived there. Professor B.P. 
Panda deserves a lot of  credit for the rapid development of  MNLU Mumbai, as not only did he provide a solid 
foundation but also got us settled in a very good campus at a prime location. One could almost compare our 
university as the hill on the back of  a steady tortoise with skates moving forward under Prof. B. P. Panda and as he 
leaves us, he has ensured that we keep moving forward due to the steady foundation he has created for our university.

    Prof. Panda is one of  the most disciplined people I have ever met in my entire life. He is one of  the best legal 
educators the country has to offer and has a very selfless approach to life. In the two years that I had the opportunity 
to spend with him, he let us all know the importance of  virtues like punctuality, hard work and resilience, all 
extremely important virtues to have in today's world especially if  one wants to be anything anywhere. It is with a 
heavy heart that I write these words, as the idea of  Prof. Panda leaving the institute dawns upon me, but nevertheless 
I am proud that his memories are remembered fondly by me and all my colleagues alike.

     Prof. Bhavani Prasad Panda, is the person who introduced all of  us to the world of  law. We were really fortunate 
to have him as our founding Vice Chancellor. Despite being a VC, Prof. Panda was kind enough to call us partners in 
building this institution, MNLU Mumbai. He always shared the credit for success of  MNLU Mumbai with his 
students. 

He was personally involved with each student of  first batch and may be that is the reason, for each and every 
problem we directly used to approach him. He always entertained us with whatsoever small problem we had. 

Prof. Panda treated us with love and affection but at the same time he prepared us for the cruel world out there.

     "I remember the first time when I met VC sir - All radiant, smiling and enthusiastic. He told me, "Remember, you 
have to take everyone along." 

I was under a mistaken belief  for long that he was a retired judge and his fine character, values, and love for law 
affirmed my belief.  He is not really, what one would expect a VC to be - extremely strict and distant. He is sui generis 
in the world of  premiers of  Educational Institutions. Always smiling, warm, concerned, extremely approachable 
and friendly. He would even call each student for one to one interaction to hear our grievances. No matter whether 
all our concerns were taken care off  or not, at least he was always there to listen patiently. MNLU owes itself  to him. 
He has taught us so many things that we will cherish throughout our lives. Even while he was leaving, he looked 
around and said I have nothing to give you, despite giving us everything. He is extremely spiritual and dedicated 
towards the cause of  justice. I have always received great support from him and motivation to always do better.

His values and vision are ingrained in foundation of  MNLU and will continue to strengthen the entire MNLU 
Parivar.”

STUDENTS’ REFLECTION ON PROF. PANDA

Sriram Prasad, 
2nd Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)

Smriti Shandil
3rd Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)

Amisha Lolusare
4th Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)

Mitali Agarval
4th Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)
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Professor (Dr) Bhavani Prasad Panda has been an essential part of  this institution and has been a constant support 
and of  vital importance for this building block. He is a person with noble thought and vision because of  which the 
institution has been able to prosper. His relations with the students have been one with warmth and learning. He has 
always asked the students to seek the answer of, “what is law?”, although this answer will now remain a mystery for 
the students but still, from his commendable knowledge that has been surpassed by him, he has given us a direction 
through which we will definitely find the answer to it. His role reflected not only as an exceptional professor, but also 
as an inspiring and promising figure to look up to in our lives. He has always been interactive with students from the 
first day, till the last day of  the semester. He made us realise that failure is short lived and the path to success may not 
be easy but, everyone needs to keep on working round the clock. He found contentment and peace in the happiness 
of  the students and this can be concluded by the various fests and events organized under his guidance and blessings. 
He used to come to every class and discuss various issues with the students if  they are facing any problems or 
grievances, studying in the university. No doubt that his pivotal role in the working of  institution has brought the 
university at such a position where students have been working hard and getting laurels for the university. He always 
believed in the fact that gratitude should be an attitude and has had a strong belief  in the students of  the university. 
His faith and trust in the students has not only helped the students to be more confident but also has helped students 
to open up if  there are any inconveniences being faced. The university has a space which is more than any 
designation or post and such a space is reserved in hearts, which is enormously filled with respect and dignity towards 
him.

     Three years ago, I came to Mumbai to make one of  the toughest decisions any student has to make- choosing 
his/her college. Like everyone else, I was anxious about becoming a part of  a fledgling University instead of  joining a 
well-established institution. What made me sure that I want to be here is the transparency and ambition our beloved 
VC Sir promised us to offer. His words still have an indelible impression in my mind when he said, “This is the 
University where you will have the opportunity to lay the foundations, where you will be an equal partner, not a mere 
student.” His constant support and guidance has made this University reach heights. I hope he continues to impact 
lives as he influenced ours!

     “As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that the highest appreciation is not to utter words, but to live by 
them.  ” - John F. Kennedy

As a sophomore, when I now recount my experience as a neophyte in first year of  college, the conversations I had 
with Prof. Bhavani Prasad Panda stand out in my memory. As the opening year of  college meandered around many
 events, the constant support of  Prof. Panda remained as a continuum. Right from the very day of  admission, to the
 last day of  first year, I was constantly in touch with Sir, often sitting in his office, sharing my experiences and achieve-
ments at length. Prof. Panda often shared with me the various episodes of  his life, and how he went on to become a 
professional par excellence. Though the memories may become nebulous with the vices of  time, the precious lessons 
and enthusiasm bestowed by Prof. Panda shall always remain etched in me. I am highly indebted to him.

Adieu, Sir.

“Forever and forever farewell, if  we do meet again, we'll smile indeed. If  not, 'tis true this parting was well made.” 
-William Shakespeare.
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Yours Sincerely,
Anmol Agarwal,
2nd Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)

Yours Sincerely,
Sara Jain
4th Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)

Sidra Ahmad
2nd Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)
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     It would be an understatement to say that the decision of  Prof. (Dr.) B.P. Panda to step-down as the Vice-
Chancellor of  MNLU Mumbai came as a big jolt to us. It took us all a while to even take account of  the situation. 
That said, the moment certainly warrants reflecting back on his splendid work here as the founding Vice-Chancellor. 
And there can be no two-ways to begin this with other than with the trademark question of  his – “What is law?” 
asked on the very first day of  our legal career.

Till date, no answer has been ascertained to that and that is the beauty of  that question. You could spend a lifetime 
trying to find the answer to it but you will never find it. But the journey would be worth it and would define you as you 
embark on your legal career. That question is the true personification of  Prof. Panda as he always has a foresight in all 
of  his actions – a foresight which we might not have been able to identify at first but, if  we chose to take his advice 
and pursue on the path as he envisioned, we would almost certainly be the beneficiaries in the most excellent of  ways.

I remember having learnt the finer nuances of  being a leader, a team-mate and an ethical legal personnel from him 
over the course of  our many conversations. He was always candid but careful and what he has earned over the course 
of  his life - which in my opinion is worth more than a hundred laurels – is the respect and appreciation of  his peers 
and his mentors. I had the pleasure of  conversing with a number of  legal luminaries across the country and all of  
them fondly remembered Prof. Panda as a fine human being – one who had the purest of  hearts and was always there 
to serve others. Having had the privilege of  having multiple interactions with him over the course of  these 3 years, I 
find that he has helped me immensely in my growth as a legal personnel and as a human being and I am forever 
indebted to him for the same.

He was the captain of  this ship called MNLU-M and to say that he performed his role exceedingly well as the 
founding VC would be an understatement. He had the immense pressure of  not only establishing an NLU in the 
financial capital of  India but also had to meet the expectations of  the whole nation – including critics, jurists and 
students alike. He has served the institute and its stakeholders to the best of  his abilities – just like the captain of  a 
ship does. And although he might no longer be the captain of  the ship – he will most certainly be the mentor to us all 
and the father-figure to this institute – which he nurtured as if  it was his own child.

I, on behalf  of  all of  the MNLU Mumbai would like to give my warmest regards to Prof. Panda and wish him the best 
of  health and happiness in his future endeavours.

Thank you, sir.
Yashraj Samant,
4th Year, B.A., LL. B. (H)

A true leader has the confidence to stand alone, the courage to make tough decisions and the compassion to listen to the needs of  others. He does 

not set out to be a leader, but becomes one by the quality of  his actions and the integrity of  his intent - Douglas MacArthur

These words so well relate with our dear Vice Chancellor, Dr Bhavani Prasad Panda. His humble demeanour makes him 

endearing and invokes awe and respect in us. It is this quality that makes him stand apart.

Ever since the first day of  law school I have been amazed by our Vice Chancellor, Dr Panda. He has broken every 

stereotype I had about heads of  institutions. Dr Panda has always taken efforts to know each one of  us. He has ensured 

that he is aware about the activities, goals, capabilities, limitations, achievements and ambition of  every student. He has 

stood by us, mentored us and guided us to achieve all goals. Sure enough, that must not be easy. 

Not just that, Sir has always given an equal platform, encouraging us students to share our views, opinions, grievances and 

suggestions. I am inspired by his unconventional style of  teaching as he enjoys learning from his students as much as he 

enjoys teaching them. His idea of  focusing on excellence rather than success is what inspires me to outdo myself  everyday.

Sir is truly a visionary with conviction, determination and grit. He has believed in us students to be his partners in shaping 

our esteemed institution. We are your torch bearers Sir and we shall endeavour to make this institution one of  the best to 

reckon with. 
Saisha Bacha,
3rd Year, B.A., LL. B. (H)
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IMPORTANT EVENTS

INTRA NOVICE MOOT COURT COMPETTION

The university organised the 1st Novice Intra Moot Court Competition on 18th February, 2018. The novice moot 
witnessed major participation from the first year students. The Moot Proposition was based on Tort and Consumer 
Law and the students were given a span of  one and a half  weeks to prepare for the moot and submit their respective 
memorials. A Researchers Test was held to assess the knowledge of  the researchers on the Area of  Problem at hand. 
The novice mooters had a first time experience wherein there was such assessment of  their researching skills followed 
by the Oral Rounds being conducted to assess the oral skills of  the participants. The Novice Moot definitely lays an 
everlasting impression on the budding novice mooters by helping them enhance their mooting skills as well as sets the 
tone for building a stronger, unique and inclusive Mooting Culture in the University!

PALGHAR SURVEY REPORT

Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai was entrusted with the work of  monitoring the implementation of  
directions of  Hon'ble Bombay High Court, Judicature at Mumbai. Under the guidance of  Hon'ble Vice Chancellor 
and Registrar a questionnaire was prepared and visit was scheduled to affected villages. Questionnaire contained 
questions pertaining to socio-economic status of  the villagers, compensation, basic civic amenities and other issues 
pertaining to housing etc. The maps of  both the villages showed 1250 (Approx) plots of  land. These 1250 (Approx) 
plots were divided in 50 (Approx) clusters. Accordingly, 50 groups (two students/staff  in each group) were identified. 

On 6th March 2018 visit was conducted with 124 (Approx) members of  the University. All the plots (occupied or 
unoccupied) were surveyed. Besides this,the surveyors made observations about the availability and sufficiency of   
civic amenities in the villages. Observations made by the surveyors were on the factors which are requisite for total 
rehabilitation. Accordingly, observations were made by surveyors to see whether principle of  total rehabilitation was 
honoured in letter and spirit.   
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MNLU Mumbai successfully organized two day certificate 
st nd

programme for young Professionals on 21  and 22  of  July 2018. The 
programme aimed to address issues and challenges faced by 
Professionals while dealing with information technology, rights and 
liabilities of  employer and employee working in IT industry, 
substantive and procedural safeguards,admissibility of  electronic 
evidences, IT and other compliances. Sessions were delivered by 
experts in the field of  cyber law namely Adv. Prashant Mali – Founder 
& President - Cyber Law Consulting (Advocates & Attorneys), 

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME IN CYBER LAW FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

Dr. Rakesh Goyal, MD SYSMAN Computers, Mumbai, Mr. Balsingh Rajput, IPS SP Cyber Cell, Mumbai, 
Maharashtra, Mr. VaibhavSakhare, Senior Dihital Forensic Analyst at Pelorus Technologies Pvt Ltd Mumbai, Dr. 
Anand Raut, Assistant Professor (Law), MNLU Mumbai. The programme was well received and appreciated by the 
participants. 

Navneeta Shankar
nd2  Year, B.A., LL.B.(H)
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SESSION ON CAREER IN LAW

th
On 17  March, 2018, Mr. Mithun V. Thanks, Partner at Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co., delivered a session on 
career in law to students from all the batches of  MNLU Mumbai based on his experiences in The National 
University of  Juridical Sciences. He explained how academics played a role as important as impressive internships 
when it came to building one's CV and foundation. He sought to caution the students by communicating the 
mistakes he had committed during his college years. He specially advised students to try their best to balance their 
efforts and attention between moots/debates/ADR and academics.

After providing his perspectives as a student, he shifted his to providing his perspective as an 'employer' and 
'interviewer'. He was of  the opinion that as an interviewer, he looked for graduates with a depth in knowledge with 
respect to subjects that the firm dealt in, and majorly looked for students with a sense of  relevancy and logic along 
with knowledge. He also mentioned how it was easy for interviewees/candidates to fool the interviewer in a 30 min 
long interview by creating a façade. He was of  the strong opinion that landing with a job on fooling the interviewer, 
though an achievement, isn't the end since the real test of  knowledge, caliber, consistency and one's ability to work 
hard begins from day one of  joining the workplace. 

In closing, he addressed the students by saying that as long as they maintained a sincere approach towards accruing 
knowledge and stayed true to the craft of  'hard work' a career in law wouldn't be difficult.

 A report on the visit was prepared by students of  II year namely Ms. Shebani Bhargava, Ms. Saisha Bachha, 
Khushboo Shah Ms. Saumay Rai (Asst. Prof. TISS) and Dr. Anand Raut and under the guidance of  Registrar. The 
same was presented before Hon'ble Bombay High Court (Judicature at Mumbai) Petitioners', Respondents and 
other stakeholders etc. Members present appreciated the report and was lauded. 

TRANSNATIONAL CRIMES WITH SPECIAL FOCUS ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING

The Centre for Research in Criminal Justice, Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai organised a one-day 
workshop on 'Transnational Crimes with Special Focus on Human Trafficking” in association with International 
Justice Mission (IJM) on 20th March 2018 in the MNLU Mumbai campus.

The following were the key speakers for the event:
Prof. PM Nair, IPS (Retd.) Former Director General, NDRF & Civil Defence, New Delhi
 Dr. Aman Hingorani ,Advocate on Record and Mediator at Supreme Court of  India
 Mr. Sanjay Macwan ,Regional Director, IJM India
 Mr. Michael Yangad , Director of  Operations, IJM Mumbai

Nisha Wagh, 
rd

3  Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)
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Dr. Sarfaraz Ahmed, Registrar, West Bengal National University of  Juridical Science, Kolkata
Dr. Srinivas Burra ,Assistant Professor, South Asian University, New Delhi
 Mr. Sanjeet Ruhal , Assistant Professor, Symbiosis Law School, Pune.

The workshop touched upon the nature of  transnational crimes and the propelling elements responsible for the 
growth of  these crimes such as globalization, socio-economic inequality, intolerance, etc. The focal theme of  the 
workshop was examining suppressive laws on human trafficking at both international and domestic levels. The 
practical difficulties in reaching the uniformity by states in defining human trafficking, in specifying punitive relief, 
delayed ratification, victim rehabilitation were touched upon. 

ABHIKRAMA: ANNUAL CULTURAL EVENT 

Nisha Wagh, 
rd

3  Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)
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Abhikrama is MNLU's annual fest which was held on from the 22nd-23rd of  March'18. This fest allows everybody 
from the teachers to the students and the non-academic staff  to partake in a plethora of  activities and competitions 
with utmost zeal and gusto and therefore everyone is able to enjoy the fest to its fullest.  MNLU along with it's 
students has witnessed events like cricket, football, tug-o-war, treasure hunt, the GK quiz, Harry Potter quiz and the 
ultimate Badshah of  Bollywood quiz at Abhikrama'18. Cultural night which was an integral part of  Abhikrama'18 
unfolded in all it's glory with events like singing, slam poetry, dancing and fashion show. The evening of  the second 
and last day of  Abhikrama'18 began with the much awaited and anticipated Prom (“BLEND”) and ended on a fun 
note tickling our funny bones with our very own “CHINGAM AWARDS.” All in all Abhikrama'18 was one hell of  a 
fun ride which gave each and every member of  the MNLU PARIVAAR a much needed break from the monotony of  
our daily lives.

Janhavi Pise
nd

2  Year, B.A.,LL.B. (H)
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     MNLU Mumbai conducted a research in collaboration with the Maharashtra State Women's Commission from 
1st April, 2018 to 31st May, 2018 on “Need for Social Security Measures for Women Domestic Workers”. The entire 
project was conducted by Ms. Varadha Sambhus (Assistant Professor, MNLU Mumbai), along with Nisha Wagh and 
Shardul Gorpujkar (two student Research Assistants) from 2016 Batch of  MNLU Mumbai.

The research project focused on understanding the existing policy framework to protect rights of  women domestic 
workers, and social security measures. The analysis of  the existing legal and policy framework was treated as a tool 
for understanding these measures. The research was actually majorly of  an empirical nature, wherein surveys were 
conduced by means of  questionnaires. The questionnaires were prepared with the intent of  spotting the actual issues 
faced by the Women Domestic Workers on a routine basis, that had serious long term as well as short term impacts 
on their lives in the following four paradigms: work atmosphere, family, finance and social assistance. The 
questionnaires also sought to identify the degree of  penetration and awareness about the 'laws and policies' in favour 
of  the domestic workers in their own lives.

The target areas for the project were 'bastis' across Mumbai (Powai, Vikhroli, Sion, Chunabhatti, Matunga, 
Santacruz) and Thane.

An Awareness Program was held on 19th April, 2018, in Maharashtra National Law University, Mumbai (MNLU 
Mumbai) for women domestic workers for which nearly 57 women domestic workers were present. The motive of  
the program was to create and inculcate into the women the fundamental awareness about their rights, the 
subsequent redressal on the infringement of  such rights, the social assistance & support provided through labour 
unions and about the government policies instituted in the favour of  protection of  such rights. 

In order to do justice to the motives of  the awareness program, people from myriad backgrounds were invited to 
constitute the Panel of  Guests who talked on various issues concerning women domestic workers. The panel 
included the Member Secretary of  the Maharashtra State Commission for Women, Smt. Manjusha Molawne;  an 
active member of  the 'Gharelu Kamgar Sangh', Shri. Dadu Padwal; a senior member of  the 'Bharatiya Mazdoor 
Sangh', Smt. Geeta Gokhale; along with the Vice Chancellor of  MNLU Mumbai, Mr. Bhavani Prasad Panda and; 
Registrar of  MNLU Mumbai, Shri. Sadashiv Deshmukh.

After the surveys, the data collected was organised and subsequently bar diagrams were generated from the same. 
The trends in the diagrams were explained and the research project was complied by sufficiently covering the 
empirical and theoretical data to substantiate the need for social security for women domestic workers.

The project was then presented by Ms. Varada Sambhus before the Maharashtra State Women's Commission on 31st 
May, 2018.

Nisha Wagh,
rd

3  Year, B.A., LL.B. (H)

NEED FOR SOCIAL SECURITY MEASURES FOR WOMEN DOMESTIC WORKERS
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thOn 5  May, 2018, State Level Roundtable Discussion on "Implementation of  the Transplantation of  Human 
Organs and Tissues Act, 1994" was organized by The Regional and State Organ and Tissue Transplant 
Organization (ROTTO-SOTTO) Western Region and Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai. The 
roundtable discussion commenced with an address by Dr. Astrid Lobo Gajiwala, the Director   of    the   
Regional   Organ   and   Tissue   Transplant   Organization   (ROTTO),   Western Region,   Mumbai,   
welcoming   the   dignitaries   and   explaining   in   brief    the   reason   for   the roundtable. Next, Prof. Dr. 
Bhavani Prasad, Vice- Chancellor, MNLU Mumbai, spoke of  the University's dedication to the cause. Hon'ble 
Justice A. S. Oka, Judge, Bombay High Court, recounted how there had been a void in law and the Bombay High 
Court had had to step in and provide the necessary impetus for law-makingIn conclusion clarification was 
required into the actual function of  the ROTTO and the SOTTO – whether advisory, or facilitative, or 
regulatory. A suggestion was made into the collaboration with the National Human Rights Commission or State 
Human Rights Commission. It was a general consensus at the table that organ donation is a human rights issue, 
and a rights-based approach could be adopted in the law.

ROTTO SOTTO

Janhavi Pise
nd2  Year, B.A.,LL.B. (H)

TH5  INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS AND ECONOMICS WORKSHOP

Indira Gandhi Institute of  Development and Research Mumbai, an Institute of  RBI in collaboration with University 
th

of  Hamburg and Free University of  Amsterdam organized 5  International Philosophy, Politics and Economics 

Workshop at IGIDR from 10 July 2018 to 14 July 2018. Three students nominated by our university- Deeksha Sahni 
rd nd nd

(3  Year), Sriram Prasad (2  Year) and Mohit Tiwari (2  Year) represented the University at this global platform. It 

was a five day residential workshop which had students' representation from 12 European and Asian Countries. The 

workshop addressed the importance of  the rules and norms for understanding the functioning of  markets and for 

the assessment of  their regulation. It offered a rich and interdisciplinary introduction to the theme drawing on the 

behavioral economics, political economy, decision theory, and ethics. It comprised of  the series of  lectures followed 

by the group presentations on the application of  the lectures on any recent policy issue. The lectures were conducted 

by the eminent professors from around the world- Prof  Shaun Hargreaves Heap from King's College, London, Prof. 

M Braham from University of  Hamburg, Prof. M. Van Hees from VU University, Amsterdam and Prof. Peter 

Knaack from University of  Oxford on the topics Experimenting with Rules: Equality, Solidarity and Markets, 

Rationality, Freedom and Welfare and, How to Govern Global Markets: The Evolution of  Global Economic 

Governance. The lectures covered the three types of  rules- Membership Rules, Distribution Rules and Procedural 

Rules that appear in laboratories and influence our normative commitments, tensions between the individual 

freedom and economic welfare and the major global governance arrangements in trade and finance, their 

emergence, historical development and current state.

For the first three days we were engaged in the lectures. The fourth day was the consultation day wherein all the 

students were divided in groups and were asked to prepare a presentation applying the learnings from at least two 

lectures on any current political or economic issue. On the last day i.e., the fifth day, we had to present the same.  It 

was an insightful seminar which gave us a wonderful opportunity to learn and interact with the foreign students and 

the professors. Also it was a great exposure working with the foreign students in groups and presenting the topic. 
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We would like to thank faculty members and any other person involved for giving such a golden opportunity to us. 

Also, IGIDR was an excellent host and the accommodation facilities were great, so we would also like to thank 

IGIDR. We seek for many more university representations in the future. 
Deeksha Sahni

rd3  Year, B.A.,LL.B. (H)

LEARNING EUROPEAN LAW THE EUROPEAN WAY
An experience to remember 

The Berlin School of  Economics and Law is a highly reputed University of  Applied Sciences offering courses in law, 

business, economics and more. The Summer School is to further their endeavor to increase international 

interconnectedness. This year the Summer School had over one hundred and fifty students from twenty three 

countries. The university was truly a melting pot of  cultures for three weeks.

 

Though three weeks may seem like a really short time, we gained immense knowledge about the European Union, 

the intricate details of  its functioning, international labour laws and labour standards, corporate laws of  the 

European countries including anti trust, competition and insolvency. Not just that, visits to several historical sites 

such as Holocaust Memorial, Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp, Berlin Wall, East Side Gallery, Dark Worlds, 

Brandenburg Gate, Permagon Museum were very interesting and enthralling. 

We had the wonderful opportunity of  visiting the Bundesrat (German Federal Council), Bundestag (German 

Parliament), European Union Parliament and learning about it while sitting inside. Since the students belonged to 

different nationalities, interacting with them and discussing various global issues with them was a very enriching 

experience. 

In order to complete the course both of  us were required to submit an essay each week on different topics ranging 

from Food culture of  Germany, German industry and economy, Germany's Nazi legacy, Divided Germany, 

Education in Germany, Future of  Germany and so on. 

At the end of  this course, we realised that the Indian education system is one of  the best in world as we never faced 

any sort of  problem in learning a whole new legal system of  the European Union. This is primarily because over the 

last two years our University has made us well equipped with reading and interpreting skills. Moreover, the subject of  

International Politics which we studied in third semester, proved to be very helpful in understanding the formation 

of  institutions in the EU. 

For us it was like a dream come true. We never thought of  studying European Law in Europe but our University 

made it happen for us and we are very grateful.

Saisha Bacha & Vipul 
rd

3  Year, B.A.,LL.B. (H)

The Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai 

opened flood gates of  opportunities for its students and 

faculty by signing a Memorandum of  Understanding with 

the Berlin School of  Economics and Law. Last year 15 of  

our students participated in an educational visit to Berlin 

as part of  this partnership. This summer, two of  our 

students, Vipul and Saisha Bacha got the opportunity to 

attend a Summer School on Institutions and Laws in the 

European Union. It was truly an amazing experience.
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at NLSIU, Bangalore; Maharashtra National Law University, Mumbai and the runners up, Government Law 
College, Mumbai. With Maharashtra National Law University being a relatively new and upcoming University, this 
competition represented a huge opportunity for the students given that it was the first time that a team from the 
University was representing India at a reputed international competition that witnessed participation from over 27 
countries around the world.

The team from MNLU, Mumbai comprised of  SaishaBacha, a second year student, who has the experience of  two 
national alternate dispute resolution competitions, Lex infinitum, Goa and NLS NMC, Bangalore and 
VrindamNagpal, a third year student, who's first negotiation competition prior to this was the NLS NMC.

T h e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  N e g o t i a t i o n 
Competition is the oldest and one of  the 
most highly reputed Alternate Dispute 
Resolution Competitions in the world. 
With the goal of  creating 'future 
negotiators', this year, the International 
Negotiation Competition was successfully 
organised at Cardiff  University, Cardiff, 
Wales from 26th to 30th June, 2018. 

This year, India was represented by two 
teams, the winners of  the NLS NMC, the 
Indian national qualifier for the INC held 

 

INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATION COMPETITION, 2018

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITIES

MOOT COURT SOCIETY

• The National Human Rights Commission, Delhi in association with Sikkim 

Government Law College, SGLC organised NHRC-SGLC All India Moot Court 

Competition, 2018 from May 10-12. Our University was represented by first- year 

students, Navneeta Shankar, Shraddha Chakraborty and Snehal Dhote. The team 

performed exceptionally well and stood first defeating 16 other teams. In addition to 

that, Navneeta Shankar was adjudged as the Best Speaker and Snehal Dhote bagged 

the Best Researcher award. The judges in the final round, two senior advocates and a 

former judge of  Sikkim High Court were highly impressed by the potential of  the 

students so much so that the senior judge gifted the team with his honorarium for their 

excellent performance.

• The team comprising third- year students: Gatha Shivhare, Karan Shelke and 

Shantanu Sharma reached the finals of  the 7th RGNUL National Moot Court 

Competition. The competition was held and organised by Rajiv Gandhi National 

University of  Law from March 30 to April 1, 2018. The competition saw participation 

from 64 teams including all the major NLUs around the country and amidst such tough 

competition, the students put up a brilliant performance to bag the Runners Up trophy 

in the Final round
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• The team comprising of  first- year students: Gauri Pasricha, Kashvi Shetty and Mukund Joshi reached the semi 
Finals of  the 2nd Gurjeet Singh Memorial National Moot Court Competition. It was held and organised by National 
Law University and Judicial Academy, Assam on 20-22 April, 2018. They managed to beat 24 teams in a. Mukund 
Joshi was adjudged as the Best Researcher in the competition.

• The team of  students namely, Pratik Irpatgire, Devashish Giri and Ashmita Sharma were second Runners Up in 
the 8th Paras Diwan Memorial International Energy Law Moot Court Competition organised by UPES Dehradun 
on 6-8 April 2018. The competition had memorial selection round after which, 26 teams, including our University 
were selected for the oral rounds. The team started off  with flair and were ranked second in the preliminary rounds, 
eventually reaching the semi-finals.

• The team comprising  Neelabh Bist, Sara Jain, Swapnil Singh, Jai Sanyal and Arnav Maru reached the quarter finals 
of  the ICC Moot Court Competition 2018 India National Rounds, held and organised by National Law University, 
Delhi on 16-19 March, 2018. They broke at 6th place after which they faced NUJS and NLS in the quarters. They 
beat NLS but lost to NUJS by the smallest of  margins.

• The team of  First- year students: Karthika Rajmohan, Nilay Shah and Puru Medhira reached the semi finals of  the 
2nd Maharishi Markandeshwar (Deemed University) National Moot Court Competition held and organised by the 
same in Ambaal on 11th to 13th April, 2018.

• Snehal Kanzarkar (3rd year), Aakanksha Begani (2nd year) and Deeksha (2nd Year) participated in the 14th Nani 
Palkhivala Memorial National Taxation Moot Court Competition 2018 hosted by SASTRA University from 06-08 
April 2018 and were adjudged as the semi-finalists in the same.

• The team of  First-Year students- Sidra Ahmad, Shiv Sharma and Sriram Prasad were semi-finalists at the Osmania 
University Moot Court Competition, Hyderabad held from 12 to 14 April, 2018. The team secured the highest score 
after the quarter final rounds and put up a stellar performance in their very first moot to reach the semifinals.

• The team of  GS Sreenidhi, Reaa Mehta and Ritika Gusain reached the semifinals of  the 3rd S.K. Puri Memorial 
National Moot Court Competition held at Law Centre II, faculty of  law, Delhi from 23-25 March.There were 40 
teams in the competition.

• The team of  Abhishar Vidyarthi, Hardik Bishnoi, Sikander Hyatt Khan and Tathagat Bharti represented the 
University in the The NLS- Trilegal International Arbitration Moot Court Competition held at NLSIU Bangalore 
from 18-20 May, 2018. The team qualified for the oral rounds after the memorial selection round with 19 other 
teams in contention. The team went through four gruelling sessions in the preliminary rounds and broke at 8th place 
to reach the quarterfinals. The team put up an excellent performance in the quarterfinals but lost to the eventual 
winner, RMLNLU.

ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SOCIETY

• National Law School of  India University, Bangalore organised the IV Negotiation Mediation Client Counselling 
Competition (NLS NMC) from 10th to 13th May, 2013. Our students, Vrindam Nagpal and Saisha Bacha stood first 
in the Negotiation Competition having beaten 26 teams. As winners, they automatically qualified to represent the 
University at the International Rounds at Cardiff, Wales, 2018.

• National Law School of  India University, Bangalore organised the IV Negotiation 

Mediation Client Counseling Competition (NLS NMC) from 10th to 13th May, 2018. 

Our students, Gauri Pasricha and Jai Sanyal stood first in the Mediation Competition 

(Client-Attorney pair) having beaten 27 teams from all across the country and they 

defeated the team from National University of  Singapore in the final round. As winners 

they now are the only team to qualify directly for the 14th ICC Mediation Competition at 

Paris to be held in 2019.
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• Smriti Shandil, (a second year student) participated in the IV RMLNLU National Mediation Competition, 2018, as 
a Mediator. She was the second runners- up, and semi-finalist for the same. The competition was held from the 19th 
of  January to the 21st of  January 2018. There were 32 other participants for the Mediation segment.

• The team of  Aditya Pandey and Pranhita Singh won the National Negotiation Competition at the 2nd VIPS 
Dispute Resolution and Client Consultation Competition, Delhi, organised on 6th and 7th April in Delhi.
Arushi Gupta and Parina Muchhala (first years) were the quarter finalists of  the National Mediation Rounds at the 
2nd VIPS Dispute Resolution and Client Consultation Competition, Delhi, organised on 6th and 7th April in Delhi.

• The team of  two third year students, Riya Thakare and Saisha Singh represented the University in the  Louis M. 
Brown and Forrest S. Mosten International Client Consultation Competition (National Round) at ICFAI Law 

th st th
School, Hyderabad held from 19  to 21  January, 2018. Here, the team was ranked 10  out of  the total number of  32 
teams, and their performance was appreciated by the judges.

• The V.M. Salgaocar College in Miramar, Goa in collaboration with World Mediation Organization (WMO) 
th th

organised the 3rd Lex Infinitum International Dispute Resolution Competition from 10  to 13  January, 2018. A 
total of  60 institutes from around the world had applied, from which 24 were selected as participants. It was matter 
of  great pride and honour as Maharashtra National law University Mumbai was also selected from a host of  reputed 
institutes. The team of  three, Yashraj Samant (Mediator), Jai Sanyal and SaishaBacha (Negotiating Team) 
represented MNLU Mumbai at this prestigious competition. The team performed well at the competition and 
bagged the following prizes:
         Runner-up Mediator Lex Infinitum, 2018 – Yashraj Samant

Upcoming Negotiating Team Lex Infinitum, 2018 – Jai Sanyal and Saisha D. Bacha

LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY

• The team of  Kartik Gupta and Puru Medhira were adjudged the best team in the debating competition named 
Adhikar held at IIT Bombay on 20-21 January 2018. This competition was a part of  their Annual Social Fest 
Abhyuday.

• Aditya Pandey and Pranhita Singh were Novice Semi-Finals of  the 3rd GLC Mumbai British Parliamentary Debate 
2018. 

Cultural Association

• This year, a contingent of   eleven students represented the University at the Cultural Fest of  NUJS Kolkata, 
Outlawed. The fest was held between 9-11 February, 2018. The students performed remarkably well in the arious 
competitions and won the following accolades
Slam poetry competition: Second Prize - Vanshika Dubey
Spotlight, dramatics competition: First Prize - Vanshika Dubey, Snehal Dhote, Kartik Gupta, Sajal Gupta, Arushi 
Gupta, Diya Dutta, Mahima Zamindar and Mudit Mahajan
Mad Ads: Second Prize -Vanshika Dubey, Snehal Dhote, Mudit Mahajan, Diya Dutta, Kartik Gupta and Sajal Gupta
The Great Kolkata Race, Treasure Hunt: First Prize - Snehal Dhote, Arushi Gupta and Aditya Tannu

Miscellaneous 

• Sharlin Puppal, a Second year student has published the following articles on various legal and social issues. 

An article on 'Maneka Gandhi v. Union of  India' AIR 1978 SC 597' in a book bearing ISBN 'Law and Social Issues' 

by Vidhi Aagaz Publications. 

An article on 'Modesty of  Women' in an upcoming publication bearing ISBN “Legal Education in Contemporary 

Era - 2018” by Legal Education and Awareness Foundation.
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• Sidra Ahmad, a First-year student, argued In Person in the case of  Sidra Ahmad & others v. State of  U.P. & others, before 

the bench of  Hon'ble Dilip B. Bhosle, Chief  Justice and Hon'ble Yashwant Varma, J. of  the High Court of  

Judicature at Allahabad (July, 2018).

She has also argued In Person in PILs concerning garbage dumping, shelter homes, etc,  before the bench of  Hon'ble

Dilip B. Bhosle, Chief  Justice, Hon'ble Yashwant Varma, J. , Hon'ble Manoj Gupta, J. and Hon'ble Sunit Kumar, J. of  

the High Court of  Judicature at Allahabad (July,2018,). She was the Intervening Petitioner in the case of  Snehlata Singh 

& others v. State of  U.P., the matter for which was reserved, and a favouring judgement given on 9/3/2018 by 

Hon'ble Sudhir Agarwal, J. and Ajit Kumar, J.

Yashraj Samant represented MNLU Mumbai as the mediator at the competition and was a shot away from glory as 

he was the sole representative of  the Asian Continent in the Semi Finalsof  the competition. MNLU Mumbai and the 

NLU Delhi were the only 2 Asian institutes selected to participate in this competition after a rigorous selection 

process consisting of  written and video applications. 11 mediator teams were selected from over 150 applicant 

institutes.

The competition tests its participants on various parameters, including ability put thoughts clearly on the table and 

handling various interests of  parties, thinking on the feet during tough negotiations and how to solve an impasse 

between two warring parties. 

IBA-VIAC CDRC Vienna, 2018

CDRC Vienna, 2018 is one of  the most 

prestigious mediation competitions in the 

wor ld  be ing  o rg an i z ed  by  V i enna 

International Arbitral Centre – CDRC.  

MNLU Mumbai, in its moment of  pride 

became the only institute from the Asian 

continent to make it to the semi-final stage of  

the mediation segment. 

• Shri Shashikant B Savale, President, Industrial Court, Mumbai, Maharashtra delivered a lecture on Code of  Civil Procedure to the 2nd Year 
students on 12.05.2018 

• Mr. Apurva Mishra, (Faculty, Ashoka University, Editor-in-Chief, India Law Journal and SRF at India Foundation), delivered a guest 
lecture on, 'Voting Thresholds in Corporate Law' on 26.04.2018. 

• Ms. Anuradha Maheshwari, Founding Partner, Lex Mantis Law Firm, delivered a lecture on Geographical Indications to 3rd Year students 
on 24.04.2018. 

• Prof. Umesh Upadhyay, President and Director Media, Reliance Industries, delivered lecture on, 'The New Media and Emerging Order' on 
26.04.2018. 

• Mr. Anshuman Sakle, Partner, Cyril Amarchand Mangaldas, delivered a lecture on Mergers and Acquisitions on 27.04.2018. 

• Mr. Chandrakant Kamdar and Dr. Dilip Virani delivered a guest lecture on arbitration on 22nd February 2018.

• Ms. Kritika Singh, Consultant on Labour Markets, IIT Bombay, delivered lectures on Labour Law from 17to 20th February 2018. 

• On 22.07.2017 Adv. Arjun Natarajan, Certified Mediator, Indian Institute of  Arbitration and Mediation (IIAM) and Indian Institute of  
Corporate Affairs (IICA) introduced the students to the idea of  a dispute, taught them to identify and address issues, positions, needs and 
conflicts within a given situation and processing them like a mediator. The students appreciated and understood negotiation and the scope 
of  its expansion in India.  

DISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTURES
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• Shri Sheshadri Chari, renowned journalist, politician, strategist and foreign policy analyst, expressed his views on the connection between 
geopolitics and law, and that even though a prima facie connection cannot be established between the two, a strong tie inherently exists, 
which is indispensable to the study and understanding of  law. 

• Dr. Sumeet Mhaskar, (Associate Professor, Jindal School of  Government and Public Policy, O. P. Jindal Global University) visited MNLU 
Mumbai on 19th January, 2018 and delivered a guest lecture on “Claiming Entitlements in Neo-Liberal India: Mumbai's Ex-millworkers' 
Political Mobilisation on the Housing Question”. 

• A Negotiation Workshop was organised by Aditya Tanay Pandey (2nd Year, Student Ambassador – Negotiation Academy) and conducted 
at MNLU Mumbai on 6th November 2017 by the most renowned and an expert in the field of  Negotiation and Mediation, Dr. Claudia 
Winkler, LL.M. (Harvard). 

• The 3rd Year students of  B.A., LL.B. (Hons.) Program and LLM. students received an enlightening and uniquely presented lecture on 'An 
Overview of  the Indian Evidence Act' from Prof. (Dr.) Kesava Rao. He deliberated upon how the only objective of  law is to do and deliver 
justice. 

• The Moot Court Society of  the University organized an interactive discussion with Mr. Ramanuj Mukherjee, CEO, iPleaders, on 
'Development of  Mooting Skills and Career Guidance' in October, 2017. 

• The ADR Society along with Ms. Kopal Garg (3rd year student) organized an introductory lecture to ADR in general and in India by Mr. 
Prathamesh D. He focused on the current scenario of  the developing attitude and acceptance of  the resolution of  disputes by means of  
ADR and its promising nature. 

• An expert on International Law, a legal scholar and renowned academician Prof. B. S. Chimni delivered a lecture on 'Global Economic 
Justice'. The lecture was compulsory for the 3rd Year and LLM. students as they were already pursuing the subject of  International Law. 
Prof. Chimni explained the concepts of  the mainstream approach to International Law and the Third World approach to International Law. 
He deliberated upon the unique question of  'the need for having defining things'. He further discussed the situation of  global economic 
justice and the responsibility of  law in ensuring the same? 

• Hon'ble Mr. Justice Michael D. Wilson, Judge, Supreme Court of  Hawaii and Prof. (Dr.) C. Raj Kumar, Hon'ble Vice Chancellor, Jindal 
Global Law School shall be visited MNLU Mumbai on 31/10/2017 to deliver a talk on "Role of  Judiciary in Addressing Climate Change" 
and "The Future of  Legal Education in India: Access to Justice, Excellence and Institution Building", respectively. Hon'ble Mr. Justice M. D. 
Wilson deliberated upon the effect of  Climate Change of  the daily lives of  the people and why the judiciary should come up strongly in 
recommending of  penalties and opinions on the same line in respect of  Climate Change, environment and nature & not fear the opinions of  
other. 

• An enlightening lecture by Mr. Aman M. Hingorani was conducted based on his Academic Book – Unraveling the Kashmir Knot. Mr. 
Hingorani discussed the toxic and intermingling situation in Kashmir occupied by India, Pakistan and China. He feels that Kashmir is an 
issue which needs to be in public domain. 

• Prof. (Dr.) S. Surya Prakash, Vice Chancellor, MNLU Aurangabad, addressed the students of  second year on the topic of  Constitutional 
Economics. He elucidated on the unique field of  Constitutional Economics and explained to the students the derivation of  Economic 
Constitutionalism from various types of  rights in the Constitution. 

• MNLU Mumbai organized a guest lecture series for Administrative Law and Intellectual Property law, for the sixth semester students by 
Prof. (Dr.) M. K. Bhandari. 

FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS

Mr. Abhijit Rohi

• Participated in 1 Day workshop on 'Transnational Crimes with Special Focus on Human Trafficking' Organized by Centre for Research in 
Criminal Justice, MNLU Mumbai and International Justice Mission (IJM), March 20, 2018.
• Co-chaired a Technical Session on 'Intellectual Property Regulations in Company & Trade' in the National Conference on 'Regulatory 
Challenges to Business in India-2018' organized by MNLU Mumbai, March 31, 2018.
• Article Titled 'Data Privacy Regulation: Recent Developments and Indian Response' published in Online International Interdisciplinary 
Research Journal, Volume 08, Jan 2018 Special Issue (03), ISSN 2249-9598
• Article Titled 'Gender Equality through Law and Gender Neutrality of  Law: Indian Approach' published in a book Gender Exfoliation: 
Legal Dynamics by Hyderabad Law Times, 2018 (ISBN- 978-81-8395-214-9)
• Participated in 1 Day workshop on 'How to address issues related to marriages of  Indian Nationals to Overseas Indians & Abandoned 
Indian Women Married to NRI husbands and a Way Out' on organized by Maharashtra State Commission for Women and Ministry of  
External Affairs, February 28, 2018
•Editor, MNLU Mumbai Law Review (MMLR) Volume I, Issue 2, January 2018.
• Judged Preliminary Round for Prof. S. P. Sathe 12th National Moot Court Competition, 2018 at ILS Law College, Pune, March 9, 2018. 
• Resource Person for 'Certificate Course on Human Rights, Fundamental Rights and Policing' organized at MNLU Mumbai, in July 2017.

Dr. Anand Raut

• Completed refresher course at Mumbai University on Human Rights (Interdisciplinary).
• Delivered Guest Lecture at MCC Mumbai on 'Emergence of  Access to Internet as a Basic Human Right in the wake of  Demand for Net 
Neutrality.
• Conducted a two day certificate course on Cyber Law for Young Professionals ' at MNLU Mumbai on 21 & 22 July 2018.
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Mr. Chirag Balyan

• Resource Person, Training Program for Judicial Officers and Government Officers on Prevention of  Children from Sexual Offences Act 
and Juvenile Justice Act at Nasik on 25.03.2018
• Coordinator & Speaker, One Day Workshop on 'Transnational Crimes with Special Focus on Human Trafficking' organised by 
International Justice Mission and MNLU Mumbai on 20.03.2018
• Course Director, 18 hours Training Course on Mediation and Negotiation organised by MNLU Mumbai and PACT at Mumbai from 28-
30 January 2018.
• Presented a Paper titled, Critical Analysis of  the Sentencing Policy of  the Apex Court in Respect to Offences Falling under Exceptions to 
Section 300 of  Indian Penal Code in One Day National Seminar on Access to Criminal & Correctional Justice for Marginalized in 
Contemporary Indian Context organised by SLRCG, TISS in association with MSHRC and IJM on 28th January 2018.
• Presented a paper titled, Changing Contours of  Criminal Law Due to Over criminalization In India: A Study of  37 Criminal Minor Statutes 
at 40th All India Criminology Conference organised by Indian Society of  Criminology at GNLU Gandhinagar from 18-20 Jan, 2018.
• Coordinator & Speaker, Roundtable on the Challenges to Criminal Justice System in the State of  Maharashtra organised by Centre for 
Research in Criminal Justice at MNLU Mumbai on 13.01.2018

Dr. Kiran Rai

• Delivered Lecture on “Negotiable Instruments Act: An Overview” in JIMS, Greater Noida on April 13, 2018.
• Organised 1st National Conference on “Regulatory Challenges to Business in India-2018” on March 31, 2018.
• Organised Inauguration of  Centre for Research in Criminal Justice (CRCJ) of  MNLU Mumbai & Workshop on “Road Map ahead for 
CRCJ” on Jan. 8, 2018.
• Presented Paper on 'Searching Normative Justification of  the Exclusionary Principle: _A Cross-National Study' at the TISS National 
Seminar on 'Access to Criminal Correctional Justice for Marginalised', scheduled on 28 January 2018.
•Presented Paper 'The Menace of Child Labour in India: Prevention through RTE & Skill Development' in the National Seminar on 
“Child Rights and Future of Nation: Issues and Challenges from National and International Perspectives” “organized by School of 
Law, Gujarat University on January 20 & 21, 2018.
• Presented Paper on “Appointment of Women Director: An eyewash” in National Conference on Gender Exfoliation - Societal Myths 
on 18 & 19 Nov-2017 organised by IFCAI Law School, IFHE, Hyderabad.
• Attended Professional Development Workshop On “New Ways Of Teaching And Research For Better Delivery Of Legal Services” 
organized by Bar Council Of Kerala M. K. Nambyar Academy For Continuing Legal Education Kochi In Association with Lloyd Law 
College, Greater Noida 7-10 September, 2017 AT Lloyd Law College, Greater Noida.
• Attended GIAN Course in NLU Delhi on Dec. 4-8, 2017 on 'Empirical Methods In Legal Research' organized by Centre For 
Criminology &Victimology (CCV), National Law University Delhi.

Dr. Rahul Sapkal

• Project title: “Judicial Quality, Contract Enforcement and the Firm Performance: Empirical Evidence from Indian Manufacturing 
Sector” ( Second round cleared- Azim Premji Research Grants) Duration: June-December 2018. (As a principal investigator along 
with Dr. Anand Raut)
• Awarded Visiting Research Fellowship for the period March- July 2018 Erasmus University Rotterdam
• Sapkal, Rahul (2017). "Wage Inequality and Industrial Performance: The Indian Case", Management and Labour Studies, Sage 
Publication India.
• Sapkal, Rahul and K. R. Shayam Sundar (2017). "Determinants of Precarious Temporary Work in India: Empirical Evidence from 
India", (Research in Sociology of Work, Emerald-UK, Editors: Arne L. 3 Kalleberg and Steven Vallas).
•Co-ordinator,  International  Student Exchange Programme between BSEL, Germany & MNLU Mumbai.

Mr. Rohit Jadhav

• Delivered lecture titled 'Educational view of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar' organized by NIAKWADA Mitra Mandal in Aurangabad, 
Maharashtra on 14th April 2017. Delivered a special lecture on "Educational thoughs of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar" on 14th April, 2017 
organised by NIAKWADA Mitra Mandal, Aurangabad, Maharashtra.
• Delivered a special lecture on "Importance of Political Science in Competitive Exams" on 3rd Oct, 2017 at Vasantrao Naik College, 
Aurangabad, Maharashtra
• Participated in “ Workshop on Strategic Issues for Young Scholars” which Jointly organised by Centre for Security Studies, School of 
International Studies, Central University of  Gujarat, Gandhinagar and  Carnegie Endowment for International peace, Washington 
D.C. USA, On November 6 to 10, 2107 at Central University of Gujarat.
• Participated in “Policy Discussion on Human Development in Maharashtra” which organised by Association for Social and 
Economic Equality, Nagpur, MH on 26th Nov, 2017 at Dikshya Bhumi, Nagpur, Maharashtra.
•Participated in “ Second Policy Forum on Financial Literacy and Financial Inclusion” which Jointly organised by National Centre for 
Financial Education, NISM, Mumbai and Academic Partner Durham University (Centre for Banking Institutions and Development) 
on Dec,15 to 16, 2017 at NISM, Mumbai
.•Participated & Presented a research paper in Three days International Conference on “Development of  Marathwada: Opportunities 
and Challenges” (15th to 17th March 2018) organized by Dept. of Economics, Political Science and Sociology, Dr.B.A.M.U, 
Aurangabad, Maharashtra. Paper Title: Economic and Political Challenges of Indian Women's: With Reference of Marathwada 
Region.
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MNLU PARIVAR WITH HON’BLE JUSTICE OKA, & FORMER VICE CHANCELLOR PROF. PANDA

Mr. Sajid Sheikh

• Presented a paper on “Procedural Justice for Rehabilitation Victims of  Sex Trafficking”, at One Day National Seminar on Access to 
Criminal & Correctional Justice for Marginalized in Contemporary Indian Context organised by SLRCG, TISS in association with MSHRC 
and IJM on 28th January 2018.
•Presented a paper on, “ The interplay concerning Patent and Anti-Competitive Practices” at National Conference on Regulatory 
Challenges to Business in India, organised by MNLU Mumbai on 31st March 2018.
•Attended a training programme on Advanced Issues Related to Competition Law at India International Centre, Delhi, organised by 
NLSIU Bangalore and Delegation of  European Union to India on 26-27 February 2018.
•Delivered an online lecture on  “Enhancing CV In Law School Via Internships & Online Courses” with An Hour with - LawSikho.
•Was interviewed by SUPERLAWYER, an online legal platform on my experience as a law professor,  writing research papers and founding 
Lawlex dated 19th June 2018.

Ms. Varada Sambhus

• As the Project Director, successfully carried out a Research Project titled 'Need for Social Security Measures to Protect Rights of  Women Domestic 
Workers' and submitted the report to Maharashtra State Commission for Women, funded by Maharashtra State Commission for Women.
• Successfully conducted an Outreach Program: 'Awareness Workshop for Women Domestic Workers' at MNLU Mumbai as a part of  Research 
Project titled 'Need for Social Security Measures to Protect Rights of  Women Domestic Workers' funded by Maharashtra State Commission 
for Women in association with Centre for Clinical Legal Education, MNLU Mumbai on 19th April 2018.
• Sambhus, Varada. “Pilgrimage, Bhakti and Identity: A Study MaharashtrianVari.” In The Many Voices of  Pilgrimage and Reconciliation, ed. 
McIntosh Ian, Harman Lesley D., 66-76. London: CABI International, 2017.
• Sambhus, Varada. “Affirmative Action and Dual Benefits.” Vimarsha Constitution Special Issue – 3, Jan – March 2018, 24 – 27.
• Sambhus, Varada. “Tracing the Trajectory of  Article 21: Judicial Interpretation.” Vimarsha Constitution Special Issue – 2, July – September 
2017, 59 – 64.
• Presented a paper titled 'Making of  Bhakti Public and Pilgrimage: A case of  Vari in Maharashtra' at the Global Conference 'Sacred Journeys 5: 
Pilgrimage and Beyond' held at Indiana University Europe Gateway, Berlin, Germany between July 5th and 6th, 2018.
• Delivered a TED Talk at TEDx VJTI event on 'Managing without Management: Vari Pilgrimage in Maharashtra' on 25th March 2018. 
(Video upcoming on You Tube)
• Presented a Research Paper titled 'Bhakti as Renaissance: Analysis of  Ranade's Thought' at the National Seminar on 'Indian Renaissance: A 
Reappraisal' organized by Arts Faculty, Sir Parashurambhau College, Pune between 16th - 17th February 2018.
• Served as a Course Director for a Course on Parliamentary Debating conducted at MNLU Mumbai between 15th to 19th January 2018. 
•Participated in the National Seminar Jnanasangam themed 'National Ethos in Bharatiya Tradition of  Education and Contemporary 
Context' held at SavitribaiPhule Pune University (SPPU), Pune on 4th and 5th November 2017.

Mr. Mangesh Kadam

• KadamMangesh, “Local politics in Mumbai City” In Research Direction, March, 2017
• KadamMangesh“Changing nature of  local political leadership in Europe” in Review of  Research, April, 2017.

th• Special Guest lecture on “Democracy, Election and Governance” at Bapusaheb Ekambekar College, Latur on 14  August, 2017.
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